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Abstract: With the rapid development of big data, artificial intelligence, and Internet technologies,
human–human contact and human–machine interaction have led to an explosion of voice data.
Rapidly identifying the speaker’s identity and retrieving and managing their speech data among
the massive amount of speech data have become major challenges for intelligent speech applications
in the field of information security. This research proposes a vocal recognition technique based on
information adversarial training for speaker identity recognition in massive audio and video data, as
well as speaker identification when oriented to the information security domain. The experimental
results show that the method projects data from different scene channels all onto the same space and
dynamically generates interactive speaker representations. It solves the channel mismatch problem
and effectively improves the recognition of the speaker’s voice patterns across channels and scenes.
It is able to separate overlapping voices when multiple people speak at the same time and reduce
speaker separation errors. It realizes speaker voice recognition for the information security field
and achieves a recall rate of 89% in a large database, which is of practical value for the intelligent
application field.

Keywords: voice recognition; channel adversarial training; information security domain; speaker
confirmation

1. Introduction

With the development of big data, the Internet, and artificial intelligence technologies,
human–computer interaction and communication for all have become globalized, and with
the increasing frequency of these communications, the speech data generated show an ex-
plosive growth trend [1]. In the field of information security and intelligent speech, how to
quickly locate the identity of a speaker in massive speech data and how to confirm, retrieve,
and manage the speaker’s speech have become major problems in practical applications [2],
for example, the management of blacklisted people in intelligent customer service, voice
payment in online banking, and the control, identity confirmation, and attendance authen-
tication of people using voice information in the Internet domain [3]. Human-to-human
communication and human–computer interaction are the most direct and convenient ways
of using voice information, which also encompass a large amount of information. The most
common content information is one of them, and the most generalized nowadays is voice
information [4]. Voice information includes linguistic information, speaker information,
emotional information, and environmental information. Voice recognition, also known as
speaker recognition, is based on the speaker identity information contained in the voice
and the speech content information [5]. This research deals with text-independent speaker
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recognition in the field of information security for massive audio and video data, as well
as for text-related speaker confirmation scenarios for speaker identity confirmation. The
text-independent speaker recognition based on channel adversarial training can effectively
solve the scenario of channel mismatch between registered speech and test speech and
improve the speech recognition performance. Channel adversarial training is used to
extract speaker representations to improve speaker recognition. The attention system is
then influenced based on the registered and tested speech to improve the confirmation
effect with a dynamic interaction and speaker features. The research is divided into three
main parts; the first part is oriented to the overview of the vocal databases in the field of
information security, which involves the storage of voice vocal databases and the storage
and management of massive speaker data. The composition of the speaker recognition
system for information security, the establishment of the speaker voice database, and the
framework design of the recognition system. The second part is a text-independent speaker
recognition method based on channel adversarial training and the design of the channel
adversarial training recognition network structure. The third part is the experimental
verification and analysis of the performance of the channel-adversarial-training-based
voice recognition technique to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in
this study.

2. Related Works

With the development of artificial intelligence technology, voice has direct and conve-
nient characteristics and therefore becomes the preferred way of communication. Addition-
ally, vocal recognition technology has a non-negligible role in the huge amount of voice
data generated. Sun et al. proposed an improved convolutional-neural-network-based
vocal recognition method. By introducing an improved pooling method, the activation
values are squared after the activation function and squared probabilities are assigned to
achieve random pooling. The advantages of random pooling are combined while retaining
the feature extraction of the maximum pooling method. The possibility of extracting hidden
features is enhanced, and the effectiveness of the method is verified by simulation results
using a grayscale digital acoustic spectrometer in a self-built acoustic database for acoustic
recognition experiments [6]. Hong Z et al. proposed an end-to-end acoustic recognition
algorithm based on a convolutional neural network, which uses convolution and downsam-
pling of the convolutional neural network to preprocess the speech signal in end-to-end
acoustic recognition. From the preprocessed signal, feature parameters are extracted, and a
background model is used to model the voiceprint recognition model [7]. Bahmaninezhad
et al. developed three alternative speaker embedding systems and proposed new variants
of support vector discriminant analysis. In order to facilitate the widespread application of
speaker recognition in business, law, education, and universal speech interfaces, speaker
recognition continues to be a research challenge in this area. Speaker identification is used
in domain mismatch problems, particularly natural audio streams, including a mismatch
between training and test data. These results confirm that this method can significantly
improve speaker recognition performance in the SRE-16 and SRE-18 tasks by +15% and
+8%, respectively (gains of +14% and +16% [8]), when using i-vector speaker embedding as
the baseline [8].

With the popularity of smartphones and other smart devices, personal speech is stored
and transmitted on different hardware and applications, and techniques for cross-channel
applications have received increasing attention. Yu et al. proposed a technique for race,
age, and gender image transformation by generating adversarial networks. The dataset
used for age-estimation studies suffers from age–class imbalance due to the different age
distribution of race or gender. This leads to one-sided overfitting of the training data and
reduces the generalizability of age estimation. Experiments using four open databases have
shown that the method outperforms state-of-the-art methods [9]. Wang et al. proposed a
spatial domain and channel domain attention mechanism that addressed the problem of
manually designed feature extraction and fusion rules in existing image fusion methods.
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Experimental results show that the detection model trained by transfer using fused images
has the best performance with accuracy P, recall R, average accuracy, and F-1 scores of 0.804,
0.923, 0.928, and 0.859, respectively [10]. Bai and Zhang provided an overview of speaker
diaries based on deep-learning speaker feature extraction, highlighting recent supervised
diaries and end-to-end diaries and exploring robust speaker recognition from domain
adaptation and speech enhancement perspectives to address domain mismatch and noise
issues. The experiment concludes with a list of popular and recently published corpora
based on speaker validation, recognition, diaries, and robust speaker recognition [11].
Wang et al. proposed a two-channel SS fusion capsule generation adversarial net for HSI
classification. To further improve the classification performance, an SS channel fusion model
was constructed to synthesize and switch the feature information of different channels,
thus improving the accuracy and robustness of the overall classification performance.
The experimental performance shows that the proposed model can effectively improve
the classification accuracy and performance [12]. Rezgui and Marks explored the factors
that influence the information security awareness of higher education staff, including
information system decision makers, in developing countries. The study showed that
factors, such as responsibility, cultural assumptions and beliefs, and social conditions,
usually influence the behavior and work attitudes of university staff, especially information
security awareness [13].

To sum up, the intelligence and informatization of life make people communicate
with each other more and more frequently, and the voice data generated are immeasurable.
In the field of information security and intelligent speech, rapidly locating the identity
of the speaker and speaker identification of the channel is a critical issue. This research
proposes a vocal recognition technique based on channel adversarial training for such
a problem, which has practical implications for intelligent applications in the field of
information security.

3. Study of Speaker Recognition Techniques Based on Channel Confrontation
Training

Since individual voice is always stored and transmitted on different hardware and
applications, it is important to identify speakers across channels. However, in the deep-
learning processing method of intelligent speech, the end-to-end speaker representation has
good prospects. Therefore, this chapter proposes the identification method of voiceprint
recognition technology based on the adaptation of the channel domain.

3.1. A Voice Information Database of the Speaker Recognition System

In real life, the scale of audio data is very large, and the centralized storage method
of the server is unable to meet the demand of massive data storage and management [14].
Therefore, a distributed storage scheme is used in the system, which mainly concentrates
the disk space on the machines within the network into a virtual storage space, and even
though the physical storage is distributed everywhere, it can still be used as a virtual overall
space to provide storage services to the outside world [15]. The storage and management
of massive audio data are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 is a massive voice data resource database, which is mainly composed of
telephone voice, Internet voice, and other voice, the three sub-speaker voice databases. In
storage facing massive speaker representation, distributed storage is the interface for storing
external file upload, file download, file modification, and file deletion [16]. Distributed
storage is to create the voiceprint sublibrary according to the gender, age, and other
information of the speaker, which is the most concise and effective way to build the
voiceprint word library. The purpose of this is to increase the fault-tolerance mechanism in
the word library construction process. The machine automatically gives the gender label
to the speaker in the library, and when searching the test voice, you can go directly to the
corresponding word library after obtaining the information [17]. However, gender-based
identification usually requires speaker-related and irrelevant judgment of the category
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information after clustering. Among them, the most common application mode is the
text-independent speaker recognition system and the text-dependent speaker identification
system, whose structural flow is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 shows the flowchart of multi-method voiceprint recognition under the text-
independent speaker recognition and text-dependent speaker verification systems. In
practice, there is also often a scene and channel mismatch between the registration and
test datasets, which is less effective for speaker recognition [18]. Therefore, for a speech
recognition system, a detection cost function (DCF) is given as an evaluation metric using
the expression shown in Equation (1).

DCF = C f a · FA · PImp + C f r · FR · PTar (1)

In Equation (1), FA is the false acceptance rate, FR is the false rejection rate, C f a denotes
the false rejection cost, C f r denotes the false reception cost, PImp denotes the non-target
speaker prior probability, and PTar denotes the target speaker prior probability. The values
of these four variables can be adjusted according to different application scenarios. And
in order to solve the scenario channel mismatch, the i− vector back-end system is used to
compensate the channel. PLDA is a channel compensation algorithm that can decouple
the guaranteed information more thoroughly, and its calculation formula is shown in
Equation (2).

xij = µ + Fhi + Gwij + εij (2)

In Equation (2), xij denotes the i− vector extracted from the j speech of the i speaker, µ
denotes the overall mean of the training data i− vector, F denotes the speaker information
space, G denotes the channel space, εij denotes the residual term, hi denotes the speaker
space coordinates, and wij denotes the channel space coordinates. PLDA is tested either by
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extracting hi to calculate the cosine distance score or by directly calculating the likelihood
generated from hi, as defined in Equation (3).

score = log
p(x1, x2|HS )

p(x1, |Hd )p(x2, |Hd )
(3)

In Equation (3), x1 and x2 denote the i − vector of two voices, Hs and Hd denote
the same speaker and different speakers, p(x1, x2|HS ) denotes the x1 and x2 likelihood
functions of the same speaker, and score denotes the final score. Deep-learning approaches
have become the main technique for speaker recognition, whereas the end-to-end approach
has become one of the mainstream approaches in the field of pattern recognition. The
advantage of the end-to-end framework is that it can directly have the optimization of the
target, and in the speech separation task, the scale-invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR)
is used as the metric, which is calculated as shown in Equation (4).

SI− SNR = 10 log10
‖Starget‖2

‖
∧
S− Starget‖

2 (4)

In Equation (4), Starget = <
∧

S,S>S
‖S‖2 ,

∧
S, and S are the estimated and target values, respec-

tively. For multiple outputs, the overall loss function is usually based on the displacement-
invariant training learning target, which is calculated as shown in Equation (5).

L =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

l(
∧
Si − Sφ) (5)

In Equation (5), N denotes the number of speakers, l denotes the error between the

network output and the target,
∧
Si denotes the first i predicted voice, and Sφ denotes the

reference voice with the alignment order φ that minimizes the training target L. The end-
to-end speaker characterization using deep neural networks to compensate for channel
mismatch is even more widely used.

3.2. Voice Recognition Based on Channel Adversarial Training

As deep learning becomes a major technique in the field of intelligent speech and
is popularly used in speaker recognition, end-to-end speaker-based characterization has
a good prospect [19]. However, for the training data collected from different channels,
the convolutional neural network cannot directly model the speaker information between
different channels. In this study, based on an unsupervised domain adaptive approach, we
propose a model by channel adversarial training (CAT), which relies only on the speaker’s
speech data under each channel and does not require the same speaker’s speech data under
different channels. The model structure is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the structure of the speaker recognition network based on channel
adversarial training with a baseline CNN model. Five convolutional layers are included,
and the input layers piece together the features of the same person to form a feature map.
The overall loss function of the model consists of Softmax and Triplet loss functions together.
Its calculation formula is shown in Equation (6).

Ls = −∑M
i=1 log

eWT
yix

i+byi

∑N
j=1 eWT

j xi+bj
(6)
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channel confrontation.

In Equation (6), xi is represented as the representation of the i speaker, which belongs
to the speaker yi. wj denotes the last fully connected column j, and b is the bias term. The
size of the minibatch is M, and the number of speakers is N. The Triplet loss function is
defined as shown in Equation (7).

LT = ∑M
i=1 max(0, D(xi, xn) + δ− D(xi, xp)) (7)

In Equation (7), the two samples in (xi, xp) are from the same speaker, while (xi, xn)
is from a different speaker and xi is the anchor sample of the triad. D(xi, xp) denotes the
cosine distance between the two input vectors, and the two loss functions are superimposed
and adjusted by the weights α, which are calculated as shown in Equation (8).

L = Ls + αLT (8)

In the face of excessively long sentences, the long sentences are segmented into
multiple short segment using sliding windows that do not overlap each other. And then the
sentence-level speaker representation vector is obtained by average pooling. The model is
decomposed into three different neural networks, including a feature extractor G, a speaker
label classifier D1, and a channel label classifier D2, and the expressions are shown in
Equation (9). 

G = fG(x, θG)
D1 = fD1(g, θD1)
D2 = fD2(g, θD2)

(9)

In Equation (9), θG, θD1, and θD2 represent the parameters of each network using a
gradient inversion layer and optimizing θG to minimize the speaker prediction loss and
maximize the channel classification loss. The hyperparameter β is used to balance the D1
and D2 losses in the backpropagation process to obtain representation of channel invariance
and speaker differentiation. The overall optimized loss function is a combination of the D1
and D2 loss functions. The loss function is defined as shown in Equation (10).

LD1 = Ls + αLT (10)
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In Equation (10), the overall loss function consists of Softmax and Triplet loss functions
together and is adjusted by the weights α. D2 is the loss function, which is defined as
shown in Equation (11).

LD2 = −∑M
i=1 log

eWT
dix

i+bdi

∑K
j=1 eWT

j xi+bj
(11)

In Equation (11), denotes the representation of the xi ith speaker, which belongs to
the speaker di. wj denotes the last fully connected column of j, and b is the bias term. The
size of the minibatch is M, and the number of speakers is N. The whole CAT framework
is optimized using the stochastic gradient descent method. The optimal parameters are
obtained from the optimization process of the following equation as shown in Equation (12).

θG = θG − l ∗ ( ∂LD1
∂θG
− β ∗ ∂LD2

∂θG
)

θD1 = θD1 − l ∗ ( ∂LD1
∂θD1

)

θD2 = θD2 − l ∗ ( ∂LD2
∂θD2

)

(12)

In Equation (12), speaker representations with channel invariance, as well as speaker
differentiation, are extracted directly from the network after training with the above pa-
rameters. This method can map two different channels within a common subspace, train
channel invariant processes, and obtain speaker representations of speaker discriminability.
This eliminates channel differences and improves speaker recognition performance. This
framework mitigates channel mismatch through channel antagonism training, overcomes
channel divergence, and improves applicability in real scenarios. Since most of the massive
voice data comes from telephony, Internet audio and video, and other APP applications,
the schematic diagram of the speaker recognition system in the field of information security
is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows the speaker identification system in the information security field.
The system faces the massive voice data from telephone, Internet audio and video, and
various application software and enters the intelligent speaker analysis application system
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through the data access module. After the system input voice data processing, the voice
speaker database is established. Therefore, before speaker representation extraction, speech
preprocessing filtering, such as speech activity detection, speaker separation, and false
detection, so as to realize text-independent voiceprint recognition and text-dependent
voiceprint recognition. After preprocessing the data in the system, the speech data are
extracted and indexed by the speaker, and other unprocessed data, such as fake sounds,
are discarded. Based on this, the system is divided into two parts. One is to build the
text-dependent speaker confirmation system for community correction and other user
collaboration scenarios. The other is to target scenarios, such as public safety, to build
text-independent speaker systems, where the resulting separation error rate refers to the
percentage of the length of the total effective speech length and is defined as in Equation (13).

DER = FALSE + MISS + SER (13)

In Equation (13), FALSE denotes the false alarm rate of valid speech detection, MISS
denotes the miss detection rate of valid speech detection, and SER denotes the speaker-to-
speaker classification error rate. In the false voice detection task, an acoustic feature CQCC
based on constant-Q transform (CQT) combined with cepstral generation is commonly
used. It first performs the CQT transform on the speech signal as shown in Equation (14).

XCQ(k, n) =
j=n+|Nk/2|

∑
j=n−|Nk/2|

x(j)a∗k (j− n + Nk/2) (14)

The system extracts the speaker representation for each speech data, extracts the
speaker information, and stores and retrieves it. The control layer includes the functions
of task scheduling, data management, and plug-in management, and the plug-in is the
process shown in Figure 5.
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Add-in management is the use of speech detection, false tone detection, speaker sepa-
ration, and text-based speaker recognition as an independent plug-in to quickly synthesize
application market requirements for the module [20]. When applied to the user cooper-
ation scenario, it is mainly required for the speech detection, false tone detection, and
text-dependent speaker confirmation function module to realize the output of structured
speaker information. When applied to the non-perception monitoring scene, the speaker
separation module is added, which needs to adapt the text-dependent speaker recognition
to the text-independent speaker identification module, and finally output the structured
speaker information. Through plug-in management, not only can rapid configuration be
realized after application scenario selection, but also rapid switching of multiple application
scenarios can be realized in one system.
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4. The Application of Speaker Technology Based on Channel Confrontation Training
in the Field of Information Security

This chapter collects audio from several real-life scenarios, including conversations of
phone calls, meetings, multi-person chats, and other types. While current speech separation
techniques perform better in the case of two people speaking, they are less effective in the
case of multiple people speaking. This research addresses the enhancement of the speech
separation technique in the case of multiple speakers. By simulating the richness of speech
in real conversation scenarios, data with different speech overlap rates are added, and the
data are shown in Figure 6.
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As can be seen from Figure 6, the four different groups of speech overlap rates present
different speech styles, and speech separation is a good separation scheme for the task
of separating speech overlap segments. Additive sparse mixing of speech with different
overlap rates is performed, which is useful for the study to improve the generalization of
different speakers. It is obvious from the different speech overlap rates that increasing the
size of the training data gradually improves the overall performance. Adding them to the
model training further improves the DER from 12.91% to 12.78%. However, if the channel
adversarial training strategy is not used, its experimental results are changed in this study.
The comparison of the results by removing the D2 module from the CAT framework in this
study is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of EER (%) results between CAT method and other methods on the development set.

System
EER

First Training Second
Training Third Training Fourth Training

I-vector 8.71% 8.82% 8.62% 8.83%
CNN 6.23% 6.13% 6.24% 6.34%

CAT without D2 6.42% 6.41% 6.57% 6.42%
CAT 5.81% 5.91% 5.70% 5.83%

As can be seen from Table 1, the removal of the D2 module in the CAT framework,
which is the channel classifier, enables the model complexity to be compared with no chan-
nel adversarial training strategy under this approach. The EER results of the CAT method
are compared with those of the I-vector, CNN, and CAT with the D2 module removed,
and the EER results of the I-vector method are around 8.5%, the EER results of the CNN
and CAT without D2 methods are around 6.2%, and the EER results of the CAT method
are around 5.8%. After conducting a comparison of the four sets of results, it is clear that
simply increasing the feature extractor G does not improve the performance. This shows
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the effectiveness of the adversarial strategy proposed in this study. To further validate the
performance of the speaker recognition task on large-scale data, the performance metric
of the test set is TopN recall, and the CAT method is compared with the I-vector, CNN,
and CAT method, with the D2 module removed for TopN recall results, which are shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of TopN (%) results between CAT method and other methods on the test set.

System
Recall

Top1 Top5 Top10

I-vector 57.11% 66.22% 70.13%
CNN 69.21% 77.23% 79.91%

CAT without D2 68.92% 77.81% 79.84%
CAT 76.21% 83.15% 84.92%

As can be seen from Table 2, the speaker recognition performance achieved a relative
22.3% (6.5% in absolute value) improvement in Top1 recall compared to the baseline after
the CAT method. In particular, regarding the TopN recall on the test set for the CAT method
compared with the I-vector, CNN, and CAT with the D2 module removed, the recall under
the I-vector method improved by 27%. The recall under both the CNN and CAT without D2
methods improved by about 10%, and the recall under the CAT method improved over the
other methods by 6.5%. This shows that the test set and the development set are consistent
in terms of data performance, further demonstrating the effectiveness of the CAT method.
In order to balance the two loss functions under the CAT framework, the variation of EER
and Top1 metrics with the parameter β was investigated using the hyperparameter β, and
the results are shown in Figure 7.
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As can be seen from Figure 7, when the hyperparameter β is set to 0, the EER indicator
is 5.8, which presents the lowest value, and when the hyperparameter β is 1.68, the EER
indicator is 6.23, which is the highest value. However, when the hyperparameter β is set to 0,
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the Top1 indicator is 76.69, which presents the highest value, and when the hyperparameter
is 2.48, the Top1 indicator is 71.73, which is the lowest value. It can be seen that the lowest
EER indicator and the highest Top1 indicator both appear when the hyperparameter β is
set to 0. In addition, two different loss function weights of the hyperparameters β and γ
were used to test the performance of the model, and the effects of the two hyperparameters
on the EER are shown in Figure 8.
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As can be seen from Figure 8, when γ is initialized to 1, the effect of β on the EER of
the development set shows a decreasing trend, and when β is set to −1, the EER indicator
has the highest value of 8.76, and when β is set to 0, the EER indicator has the lowest value
of 6.71. When β is initialized to 1, the effect of γ on the EER of the development set shows a
decreasing trend, and when γ is set to 1, the EER indicator has the highest value of 7.48,
and when γ is set to 0.7, the EER indicator has the lowest value of 6.31. When γ is set
to 0.7, the EER indicator is the lowest value of 6.31. Thus, it can be seen that when β is
set to 0 and is set to 5, the EER indicator reaches the lowest EER indicator of 6.12 in the
channel adversarial training method. In addition, the bidirectional attention mechanism
designed for end-to-end text-irrelevant speaker recognition is used, taking into account the
text-irrelevant speaker recognition task and the selective auditory attention of the human
brain. The data of attention weights corresponding to the registered speech and the test
speech are analyzed under the CNN model and the BaCNN model. The results of their
analysis are shown in Figure 9.
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From Figure 9, where SpkA_utt2 and SpkA_utt3 are speech 2 and speech 3 of the ex-
ploring speaker, respectively, and SpkA_utt4 is speech 4 of the speaker for the distribution
of attention weights when testing the speech. The horizontal coordinate is the frame index,
and the vertical coordinate is the attention weight coefficient. The attention weight of
SpkA_utt2 in the CNN model is highly similar to the corresponding SpkA_utt3, which can
be large when the test speech is from a different speaker. The attention weight of SpkA_utt2
in the BaCNN model is 35 frames ahead of SpkA_utt4. The attention weights of the regis-
tered speech differ depending on the test speaker, which indicates that the representation
of interactive speech from different speakers is indeed learned in the BaCNN model.

5. Conclusions

Speaker voice recognition technology has a very important application value in the
field of information security. With the recognition needs of telephone, Internet, and various
APP applications, for the speaker voice recognition technology for the information security
field. This research proposes a vocal recognition technology based on channel confrontation
training for the task of text-independent speaker recognition and text-related speaker
confirmation for massive audio and video in the field of information security. Additive
sparse mixing of speech with different overlap rates is performed. It is evident from
the different speech overlap rates that increasing the size of the training data gradually
improves the overall performance. Adding them to the model training further increases
the DER from 12.91% to 12.78%. The lowest EER metric and the highest Top1 metric both
occur when the hyperparameter is set to 0. The recall rates under both CNN and CAT
without D2 methods improved by about 10%, and the recall rates under the CAT method
both improved by 6.5% over the other methods. In addition, the bidirectional attention
mechanism was designed by considering the text-independent speaker recognition task
and thinking about the selective auditory attention of the human brain. The attention
weights of SpkA_utt2 in the CNN model are highly similar to the corresponding SpkA_utt3.
SpkA_utt2 in the BaCNN model is 35 frames ahead of SpkA_utt4 in the BaCNN model,
which does learn the representations of the interactive speech of different speakers. In
conclusion, the vocal recognition technique based on channel adversarial training obtains
the speaker’s representations, improves the channel mismatch problem, and enhances the
vocal recognition effect.
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